MAP Resources

I. By Subject

Math:

1) Math By RIT Band: South Washington County Schools
2) Math Interactive Games by RIT Score: Linn-Mar Community School
3) Math and Reading by RIT Band: Belle Plaine Schools
4) Math and Reading Online Games by RIT: Mineola Middle
5) Math and Reading Lesson Ideas: Idaho Teachers
6) Math Practice K-12 By Goal Strand: National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
7) Math Skills by Grade: IXL Learning
8) Math RIT Band Activities: Saratoga Elementary
9) Johnnie’s Math Page with Games by RIT Band
10) Math Wire Activities and Worksheets by RIT Band
11) Language, Math, and Reading Tests by RIT Level: PrepDog (choose the grade level)
12) Math Activities by RIT Band: Royal Oaks Elementary
   - K-1
   - 2-3
   - 4-5

Reading:

1) Reading By RIT Band: South Washington County Schools
2) Reading Interactive Games by RIT Score: Linn-Mar Community School
3) Reading NWEA Activities by RIT Band: Clinton Community
4) Math and Reading by RIT Band: Belle Plaine Schools
5) Math and Reading Online Games by RIT: Mineola Middle
6) Math and Reading Lesson Ideas: Idaho Teachers
7) Reading K-5: Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, Fluency, Vocabulary, Comprehension, DIBELS, SSS: Florida Center for Reading Research
8) Primary: Dibels Intervention Electrified
9) **Language, Math, and Reading Tests by RIT Level**: PrepDog (choose the grade level)
10) **Teaching and Learning Portals**
   - Kindergarten and 1st Grade Skills Practice Sites
   - 2nd and 3rd Skills Practice Sites
   - 4th and 5th Skills Practice Sites

**Language:**
1) **Language, Math, and Reading Tests by RIT Level**: PrepDog (choose the grade level)
2) **Language Arts Activities by RIT**: University of Victoria

**II. Goal Setting**
1) **General Guide**
   - Scholar Goal Setting Reflection Guide
   - Scholar Goal Setting Worksheet: Action Steps
   - Personal Goals for Extreme Academic Makeover

2) **Goal Planning Template**
   - Reading
   - Language Usage
   - Math

3) **RIT Growth Chart Worksheet**
   - General
   - Reading
   - Language Usage
   - Math
III. Lesson Plans

- **K-5 Sample Lesson Plans**
- **Pinterest MAP Lesson Ideas**

III. Others

1) **Table of Sample Questions by RIT Range**
   - **Reading**
   - **Language Usage**
   - **Math**
   - **Science**

2) **Vocabulary by RIT Range**
   - a. **Signs and Symbols**: Contains the signs and symbols a student would have to know at each RIT range.
   - b. **Vocabulary**: Contains vocabulary for reading, language usage, mathematics and science concept that a student would have to know at each RIT range.
   - c. **MAP Vocabulary by RIT: Flashcards**
   - d. **Vocabulary Definitions for MAP Test: Flashcards Machines**

3) **Find a book using Lexile range**